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Stuck during study?
Get unstuck.
Thanks to your local library, you have FREE access
to YourTutor.
This means you can be your best in school this year. No
more afternoon homework battles, no appointments
necessary. Just log in online for one-to-one, expert help,
from the library computer or from home.
A real-life local tutor is ready online to help you get back
on track and feel more confident, when you get stuck on
a homework question. OR you can upload a writing file
24/7 for expert feedback in under 24 hours.
This is also great for parents and families (because
sometimes, study can be stressful for the whole
household). Students can ask for help with a question in
maths, English, science, study skills and more.
The best part? The service is entirely free, thanks to your
local library.
So why not try it out next time you get stuck?
Get unstuck, with YourTutor.

FAQ for parents
Who are the online tutors?
The online tutors are Australian teachers or
university experts, located across the country.
The online staff must go through all necessary
checks and a long application process, to make
sure only the best are allowed in the network.
The tutors will not ‘give’ answers, students are
taught to think for themselves and reach their
own answers ethically.

How does it work?
Students sign in online using their library card,
from a library computer or from home.
They’re connected to an expert tutor in a oneto-one session, and can ask their question using
a live chat function, interactive whiteboards to
demonstrate problems like maths equations, and
can also browse the web or attach documents for
tutor feedback.

FREE with a
Shire of Augusta Margaret
River library card number
Open 3pm - 10pm, Sunday - Friday
Go to yourtutor.com.au/connect | Find your library

